Office of the Chief Engineer, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur

No. SE(PMGSY)WB/Phase-VIPart/2005/D-2725 Dated 28/09/2005

The Additional Chief Engineer

Incharge P.L.U.
P.W.D. Zone ————
P.W.D. Circle/Division ————

Sub: Bid Documents for PMGSY works Phase-V Part-III (Regular allocation) (NIT no. 14) and Phase-V Tranche-III (World Bank funded) in 19 (Nineteen) Districts.

Sir,

You are directed to include the following two conditions under Special Conditions of Contract for PMGSY works Phase-V Part-III (Regular allocation) (NIT no. 14) and Phase-V Tranche-III (World Bank funded) in 19 (Nineteen) Districts.

1. It is mandatory that compaction of earth using in formation shall be done by vibratory roller. No static roller would be allowed for compaction of earth for this purpose.

2. The contractor shall possess licence of explosives from competent authority for execution of rock cutting with blasting.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]
Chief Engineer

[Date] 28/09/2005

URGENT

No. 28-3

Sub-28/9/05

Copy forwarded to S.E. Circle Sawai, Rural I/I Jaipur and E.E. PWD D/N JUN and Dausa to incorporate these provisions in special conditions of Contract of NIT No. 14/2005-06.

[Signature]

[Date] 28/9/05

[Additional notes]